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2 of 3 review helpful Life is Theater By Phillip Jenkins Beginning with many concepts gleaned from theater Peter 
explores his own experiences with life and many scintillating ideas he has formulated over time He incorporates his 
theatrical work with teenagers into a web of ideas he elucidates in this book He has gleaned and passed on many gems 
of intelligent thought from others that we would probably not have encounter A theater professional has scudded into 
Neurophilosophy His work is an alternative to the general direction of the brain function theory today and offers 
insights into the nature of the story as the fundamental tool of the brain s own philosophy Where most writers on the 
subject of brain function use the theater as a metaphor for the brain Charlot posits that a theater is a brain These brains 
participate in a continuum of consciousness that passes through the mind About the Author Peter Charlot has had a 
long and diverse career in theater Diverse being a nice way of saying chaotic Charlot has run the gamut of working 
professionally in community settings as a generally esteemed blighter Somewhere in his early twent 
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